Railway seat inventory control aims to maximize ticket sale profits by determining a selling policy on the reservation horizon. This paper introduces a dynamic bid price approach in railway seat inventory control problem. Multi-dimensional demand is taken into consideration in modeling the problem, in which passenger transfer is our main focus. A new approximate approach is designed to this problem. Numerical examples are presented to evaluate the efficiency of this approach. Simulation experiments are conducted to verify the impact of transfer under different scenarios.
Introduction
Ticket reservation is an important step in railway operation management. It determines the final income of a railway enterprise. Seat inventory control, as one of the core issues in ticket reservation, aims to identify a "good" selling policy to maximize total revenue with fixed supply.
Seat inventory control belongs to the typical research topic of revenue management (RM), which dates back to the deregulation of the domestic airline industry in the U.S. in the 1970s, and its application has reached the airline, hotel and railway industries. The research on railway seat inventory control has received the attention of railway operators in multiple countries, including Amtrak [1] , SNCF [2] and CRC (China Railway Corporation) [3, 4] .
Some definitions in railway seat inventory control are listed below. And an example is given in Fig 1, in which a train starts from station A and stops at a sequence of intermediate stations before the terminal station E.
• Train segment A train segment is the trip of a specific train within two adjacent intermediate stations.
• Seat-keeping unit (SKU) A seat-keeping unit is the lowest level unit of inventory, which refers to a specific seat over a specific train segment. In Fig 1, • Ticket A train ticket, which contains information of the train number, the seat number, the origin station, the destination station, etc., can be interpreted as the entitlement to one or more SKUs. The ticket in Fig 1 from station A to station C of Seat No.001 occupies the two marked SKUs.
• Product A product is a class of tickets with the same train ID, origin station, destination station and fare.
• Offered Product At some time point in the ticket booking horizon, the products which are offered to customers is called the offered product. (i.e., just a request for one of these products will be accepted).
• Seat inventory control policy A seat inventory control policy is a prepared rule/strategy, following which the offered products are decided. The inputs of a policy will include the information of remaining SKUs, short-term demand forecasting and some other factors.
During the ticket booking process, the amount of trains and seats in each train is limited. To improve total revenue, the railway operators seek for a well-designed seat inventory control policy based on the forecasted travel demand. In general, there are a variety of control policies one can determine the availability of each product. But from the perspective of practice, a common and intuitive type of policy is the SKUs are assembled into tickets before the booking horizon. This type of policy is called partitioned booking limit control, is intuitive and easy to perform. A large percentage of research has focused on this type of control [3] [4] [5] [6] .
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[8] and dynamic bid price control, are implemented to have more flexibility when allocating the SKUs. The basic idea of bid price control is to offer a product when its fare is greater than its opportunity cost. The opportunity cost of a product is calculated as the sum of a pre-defined threshold value (called the bid price) of each train segment [9] . Bid price control is first proposed in the background of airline industry, but it is also potential for application in railway enterprises. This paper focuses on an extended version of bid price control, called the dynamic bid price control, in which bid prices are updated over time with the estimation of travel demand based on the information of demand forecasting.
As increasing amounts of multi-dimension datasets are collected by railway enterprises, refined features of travel demand are considered in seat inventory control. There are three features mainly concerned.
• The randomness in the booking amount
The randomness in the booking amount is taken into consideration since the early studies of revenue management [2, 10] . It is commonly described by a distribution for each ODF (origin-destination-Fare) [5, 6] .
• The randomness of arrival time of each passenger along the reservation horizon The arrival time indicates the time a passenger starts to reserve tickets. The randomness of arrival time can be considered together with the booking amount. The ticket booking process is then modeled as a Poisson process [11] and its parameters can be calibrated from panel data [12] .
• The heterogeneous passenger choice In the studies of recent years, heterogeneous passenger choice is recognized as a important factor which leads to correlation between the demand for each ticket [13] . To consider the heterogeneity, market segmentation is always introduced. The entire demand is divided into several market segments in which the customers have the same behavior patterns [14] . It is worth noting that, transfer itineraries are more often chosen by railway passengers. In railway networks, a large percentage of passengers cannot complete their journey on a single train (There are no direct trains or the tickets of direct trains are sold out). The corresponding high percentage of transfer demand has a non-negligible impact. It is widely considered in operations research in the railway industry, including timetabling [15, 16] and line planning [17] . However, in the survey of railway RM, more focus is given to passenger choice among trains; transfers are usually not considered.
In this paper, we attempt to apply dynamic bid price control into railway seat inventory control with consideration of multi-dimension demand. An new approach is designed to solve the bid prices under the randomness of arrival time and booking amount. Passenger transfer will be specially modeled and numerical experiments will be processed to evaluate its effect.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the methodologies in seat inventory control problems. Section 3 states our problem and formulates a DP model. Section 4 applies approximate approaches, including LP-based ADP and DD, to solve the problem. Section 5 presents numerical experiments and simulations. We summarize this study and propose plans for future research in Section 6.
[9]. The resulting bid prices had to be updated repeatedly by solving the DLP model multiple times in the booking horizon. Lee and Hersh [11] formulated a dynamic programming (DP) model to compute dynamic bid prices, which were recorded in a prepared look-up table. Talluri and Ryzin [18] demonstrated the sub-optimality of dynamic bid price control and provided an asymptotic analysis.
Integrated modeling with passenger behavior
The integration of modeling seat inventory control and passenger choice has been reported in many studies. Gallego et al. [19] extended the DLP model with customer choice behavior and proposed an approximate choice-based linear programming (CDLP) model. Talluri and Ryzin [14] embedded a general discrete choice model into the DP model and found the special "efficient set" form of the optimal solution.
In the early studies, the assumption of independent demand (Fig 2a) is alway made. When market segmentation and passenger choice behavior are introduced, customers from each market segment are modeled to choose from a set of alternative tickets (the consideration set). Liu and Van Ryzin [20] applied a multinomial logit (MNL) model with disjoint market segments (Fig 2b) and solved the problem using the column generation method. For the joint segment condition (Fig 2c) , Bront and Vulcano [21] showed that the subproblem is NP-hard and developed a greedy heuristic method to overcome its complexity. Hosseinalifam et al. [22] proposed another heuristic method in combination with the Dinkelbach algorithm.
When traveling by airline, a passenger usually chooses a joint ticket to get transfer. In the modeling of airline seat inventory control, a transfer is viewed as an independent product and the problem can be transformed into the typical single-ticket-travel framework [23] . But in a railway network, transfer itineraries are more often decided by passengers themselves (buying two or more tickets simultaneously). Thus, we cannot model our problem the same as in airline field.
Approximate solution methods
Compared with point-to-point airline transportation, more origin-destinations (ODs) are covered by a railway network. The majority of itineraries in a railway network is composed of multiple adjacent train segments. These interrelations lead to a deep association of bid prices, which makes it difficult to estimate appropriate bid prices [2] . Moreover, railway lines cover more cities than airlines, especially in Europe and China. The large network results in more types of tickets and a larger scale of possible itineraries, which are components of the input when computing bid prices and inevitably increase the solving time.
The DP model results in substantial difficulty in solving the problem due to the large scale of the state space, which is called "the curse of dimensionality". Approximate dynamic programming (ADP) can be applied to overcome the computational complexity. Adelman [24] introduced the affine approximate function and transformed the DP model into a tractable linear programming (LP) form with an affine function approximation, which is called the LP-based ADP model. Huang and Liang [25] proposed an exponential approximate function based on the structural properties of seat inventory control problems. Meissner and Strauss [26] extended the linear approximate function with inventory-sensitive bid prices. Vossen and Zhang [27] proposed a unified framework based on reduction of the LP-based ADP model. The complexity of the state dimensions was successfully addressed in their solution framework. Topaloglu [28] further proved the reduced form using Lagrangian relaxation.
One obstacle to computing bid prices using the LP-based ADP model is the large number of subproblems produced by the column generation method. Vossen and Zhang [29] proposed a dynamic disaggregation (DD) approach to decrease the number of subproblems. The basic idea of DD is to aggregate the subproblems in the time horizon. They reported that the solving process can be accelerated without loss of optimality if a threshold time is identified. We follow this idea and apply the DD approach to a non-homogeneous arrival situation.
Our contribution
Compared to the major characteristics of several papers on seat inventory control in Table 1 , this study makes two contributions in dynamic bid price control for railway seat inventory control problem.
1. Compared to typical studies in railway field [4, 5] , the randomness of arrival time and booking amount are considered. It leads to a non-homogeneous Poisson arrival process in modeling th e problem. To handle this, an extended version of dynamic disaggregated (DD) approach is designed. The performance of our approach is tested by a numerical example, compared with two benchmarks. 2. Passenger transfer is our main concern in modeling passenger choice behavior. Compared to the typical discrete choice models in the background of airline, passengers' itinerary is extend to contain two or more tickets. We use simulations to verify the necessity of considering passenger transfer under dynamic bid prices control.
Problem statement
In this section the railway seat inventory control process is modeled with these three assumptions:
• Passengers have no preference on the seat allocation (they do not care if their seat is by the window or aisle).
• The seat is assigned once a reservation request is accept automatically by the computer reservation system (CRS).
• No Joint ticket is sold.
Some extensions and simplifications of the basic elements given in Section 1 are also made in this section. To make it clear, a simple railway network of two trains is given in Fig 3. 
Resource
With the first two assumptions, the SKUs of a same train segment are homogeneous. So that we can view them as a whole. Let us define a resource is a set of SKUs of the same train segment. This simplification is widely applied [26, 30, 31] .
Let I denote the set of resources in the network, which is indexed by i. Table 2 lists three resources in the example network. Note that Resources 1 and Resource 2 are different, although they are both from A to B. Because they are provided by different trains. The amount of unused SKUs of resource i (or we say the remaining units of resource i Without causing confusion) at time t is denoted by x t,i . Let x t denote the vector of the remaining units of all resources at time t. The initial vector is denoted by c.
Let J denote the set of products indexed by j. The fare of product j is denoted by f j . In general, a product takes at most one unit of any resource; therefore, a product can be defined as a set of resources. Table 3 shows four products in the network. 
Itinerary
An itinerary may contains one single product or a combination of products. Let K denote the entire set of itineraries, indexed by k. We assume that itineraries are non-overlapping, i.e. there no two identical products in a itinerary. Let A denote the resource-itinerary incidence matrix. If resource i is used by any product of itinerary k, then a i,k = 1; otherwise, a i,k = 0. The kth column of A is represented by A k , which is the set of resources occupied by itinerary k. The revenue of itinerary k is X j2k f j . Table 4 shows the itineraries in the example network. Note that Itinerary 5 is a transfer itinerary; passengers who choose Itinerary 5 will transfer from Train 1 to Train 2 at station B.
The mechanism of bid price control
With the previous simplification, bid price control turns to determine the offer state of each product by assigning a bid price to each resource. Let π t,i denote the time-dependent bid price
To illustrate the mechanism of bid price control, assume the bid prices for the resources in the example are (30, 10, 65). Assume there is a sufficient amount of remaining resources; thus, the offer state of each product depends on only the bid price. Table 5 compares the fare (column "Fare") and sum of the bid price of the contained resources (column "Bid price"). Thus, the state of each product is determined.
Therefore, the availabilities of itineraries are determined simultaneously. Itinerary 1,2 and 4 are available, whereas itineraries 3 is not. 
Representation of demand
As mentioned in Section 1, to handle the heterogeneous passenger behavior, the entire market can be divided into several segments. A market segment is a group of customers with similar itinerary preferences. The first criterion of segmentation is origin-destination (OD). Because passengers of a specific OD have the same potential travel itineraries. The market can be further divided with trip purpose. For example, Fig 4 shows a market segmentation in the example network, in which each OD-level segment has a business subsegment and a leisure subsegment.
In this paper we use mutually-exclusive market segmentation [32] , which means a passenger can just belong to one market segment. Thus each subsegment is independent. Let l denote a market segment, and the full market is denoted by L.
By segmentation, we can build a distinct passenger choice model for each market segment. The output of the passenger choice model is P l,k (S), which denotes the probability that a passenger from market segment l selects itinerary k from product set S. Here we use MNL model to model passenger choice for each market segment, which is formulated as (1). The MNL model can be substituted with any other passenger choice model, such as the finite-mixture logit model [14] and the ordered preference list (OPL) model [33] .
• b l k is the preference weight for itinerary k, and b l ; denotes the no-purchase preference.
•
• PðSÞ represents the set of available itineraries supported by S.
The passenger arrivals are usually described by a Poisson process, whose rate is denoted ρ t . For a passenger arriving at time t, the probability that this passenger belongs to market segment l is denoted by λ t,l . The parameters (ρ, λ) can be derived from the demand forecasting results [11] , whose typically form is the average passenger arrival amount of each market segment in a time interval [12, 34, 35] . Note that the length of each interval is not limited to one day; it can also be one hour or minute. Fig 5 shows an example of passenger arrival distribution over days. The vertical axis indicates estimated amount of passenger arrival in three segments; the horizontal axis indicates day of reservation horizon.
The bid-price-based seat inventory control problem
The aim of the dynamic bid price based seat inventory control problem is to determine the bid price π t,i of each resource at discrete time period t = {1, . . ., T} that maximizes the expected revenue for the given network (I, J, K), initial state vector c, arrival parameter (ρ, λ) and passenger model for each segment.
The ticket-booking process is viewed as a finite-horizon and discrete-time process. The time index t starts at t = 1 and ends at t = T. Following Talluri and Ryzin [7] , the bid price π t,i can be calculated as the opportunity cost, which is formulated as
Here e i is a unit vector of resource i (one for the dimension of resource i and zero for the other dimensions). v t (x t ) represents the expected marginal revenue of the remaining x t at time t. v t (x t ) can be calculated using the DP formulation (2) . (3) and (4) are the boundary conditions of the problem. The symbols are listed in Table 6 . DP :
• The set of offer products is denoted by S t (called the offer set). S t is feasible if there are sufficient remaining resources; that is, S t & N(x t ), where N(x t ) = {j|x t,i ! 1, 8i 2 j}.
• Let P t k ðS t Þ represent the probability that itinerary k is sold at time t with offer set S t . P t k ðS t Þ can be calculated by (5) .
The Bellman Eq (2) provides a recursive way to estimate v t (x t ). Fig 6 shows the structure of the DP model. At time t, for given x t , x t+1 has no more than |K| + 1 possibilities. 
S t
The offer set at time t
K(l)
The consideration set of market segment l P l,k (S) The probability of a passenger from segment l choosing itinerary k with offer set S P t k ðSÞ The probability of a passenger choosing itinerary k with offer set S at time t PðSÞ
The set of available itineraries supported by S.
F ðSÞ
The set of resources occupied by S.
ρ t The probability of one arrival at time t
The probability of an arrival request belonging to segment l at time t f j The fare of product j
The maximum expected revenue at time t with state vector x t π t,i the bid price of resource i at time t
φ(d)
The first time index in interval d.
δ(t)
The time interval which t belongs to. 
A

Solution methods
The DP model is intractable due to the large size of the state space X and action space N. In this section, we adapt linear-programming-based approximate dynamic programming (LPbased ADP) to solve the problem. This method was first introduced by Adelman [24] to compute bid prices. The basic idea of the method is to formulate an approximate affine function (6) of the value function v t (x t ).
The DP model can also be written in an equivalent LP form with an initial state vector c, in which the number of constraints is determined by the scale of X and N [36, 37].
LP : min
After inserting (6) into LP, we get AF-LP. It has a good property that the bid prices are in the construction of its solution (θ, π), i.e., all the bid prices in the time horizon can be calculated by solving AF-LP. • Specifically, we define θ T+1 = 0 and π T+1,i = 0 8i according to the boundary conditions.
AF-LP : min
Compared to DP, the number of decision variables in AF-LP is decreased from T × |N| to T × (|I| + 1). However, the scale of the constraints (7) is still too large.
In Section 4.1, we introduce a reduced form of AF-LP, and in Section 4.2, we continue the reduction by using a dynamic disaggregated approach. Finally, in Section 4.3, we use heuristic methods to solve the subproblems of constraint generation.
Reduction of the state space
Zhang and Adelman [30] proposed Theorem 1 with complementary slackness, which implies that the optimal bid price π t,i is monotonically decreasing with t, as shown in Fig 7. Theorem 1 There exists an optimal solution (θ Ã , π Ã ) of AF-LP and a set of indices ft Dynamic bid price approach in railway
According to AF-LP, the cluster of constraints (7) for a given t and S cannot be tight simultaneously. If (θ Ã , π Ã ) is an optimal solution of AF-LP, then from Theorem 1, we have p 
• F ðSÞ represents the set of resources occupied by S. 
The complexity of the state space is reduced in RAF-LP, which can be solved using the constraint generation method with subproblems (14) for every time index t. The remaining difficulty is the scale of horizon T, which leads to the large scale of the subproblems. 
Dynamic disaggregation approach
In Section 3.4, the arrival passenger stream within a time interval can be viewed as a homogeneous Poisson process, i.e., (ρ t , λ t ) is constant. Therefore, R t (S) and Q t,i (S) are also constant. Theorem 1 shows that there is a turning pointt Then, (16) holds.
• φ(d) represents the first time index in interval d.
• Specifically, we define φ(D α + 1) = α + 1 and " y
• For simplicity, let " y
By substituting (16) in for the constraints in RAF-LP, where t α, we construct RAF-LP-α as the aggregated form of RAF-LP.
RAF-LP-a : min
Let ðy; " y; pÞ be a solution of RAF-LP-α. We can construct a solution ðθ;πÞ of RAF-LP using (17) and (18) y t ¼ỹ dðtÞ þỹ dðtÞþ1 Àỹ dðtÞ φðd þ 1Þ À φðdÞ
• δ(t) represents the time interval which t belongs to.
From this construction, it is obvious that RAF-LP-α is a relaxation of RAF-LP. Assume that a < min ft Ã i g 8i and that ðθ Ã ; " θ Ã ; π Ã Þ is an optimal solution of RAF-LP-α. The corresponding ðθ;πÞ gives an objective value for RAF-LP that is equivalent to the optimal objective of RAF-LP-α. Therefore, ðθ;πÞ is an optimal solution to RAF-LP if it is feasible. The feasibility of ðθ;πÞ is guaranteed because (15) and (16) are equivalent when t α.
The problem is then transformed into finding an a < min ft Ã i g 8i, which can be achieved by searching backwards from α = T. Vossen and Zhang [29] developed a DD approach based on this idea. We follow this idea and propose the following DD approach. The advantage of the DD approach is that it enables us to solve problems with a long time horizon and accelerates the solving process, except the worst case α = 1. The problem RAF-LP-1 is equivalent to RAF-LP.
Addressing the subproblems
RAF-LP-α can be solved by the constraint generation method; the subproblems are SUB-I and SUB-II. The two subproblems are combinatorial optimization problems with similar constructions. Note that the size of the action space J is 2 n ; therefore, it is impossible to enumerate all the actions for a large number of products. Two classes of methods are used in the current literature to determine the optimal S in the subproblems. The first is to use a heuristic approach to construct a solution [21, 33] , and the second is to build a mathematical programming model that considers the structure of the choice model [30] .
In this paper, we follow Bront and Vulcano [21] and develop a simple greedy heuristic. Let Value(S) denote the objective function; this approach relates to both SUB-I and SUB-II.
Algorithm 2 Simple Greedy Heuristic for Subproblems
Step 2 until S is not modified or S = J.
Numerical experiments
In this section, we test the performance of our approach with two benchmarks and investigate the effectiveness of passenger transfer in different scenarios. The data for our numerical experiments is from a subnetwork of the Thalys high-speed railway system reported in Hosseinalifam et al. [22] (Fig 8) . It includes five stations and ten trains. The products and market segments are given in Dataset S1 and S2 Datasets.
Our numerical experiments are conducted on a PC (2 cores of 3.00 G Hz, 2 GB RAM, Windows Server 2008 operating system). The algorithms are coded in C# and linked to the CPLEX 12.5 optimizer to solve the master problems.
The efficiency of our approach
In this section, we compare the performance of our approach with two alternative methods, CDLP and RAF-LP. Our interest is in the time cost and the expected revenue for different numbers of intervals. The CDLP method outputs a static bid price by solving an LP model under homogeneous arrival conditions. It runs fast relatively and can generate an upper bound of the expected revenue.
Here are the settings of this experiment:
• The values of ρ t in 10 time intervals are in Table 7 .
• The amount of time indexes in each interval is fixed to 100.
• λ t,l is set to 0.05 for each market segment l 2 L.
• The number of seats in a train is set to 5 (c i = 5, 8i 2 I).
The results of four experiments are reported in Table 8 . Note that in case 4, RAF-LP does not terminate within 48 hours. As can be seen from the results, our approach has the less processing time than RAF-LP and the same precision of the expected revenue as RAF-LP. Dynamic bid price approach in railway
The performance under different passenger transfer scenarios
The bid prices generated by our approach are tested in different transfer situations by simulation. To simplify the problem, we assume a passenger will transfer once at most. The transfer itineraries are shown in Fig 9. A passenger can transfer from one train to the next train via a transfer, for example, from train 1 to train 2 via transfer 1/2/3 or from train 2 to train 3 via transfer 4/5/6. The transfer itineraries are numbered from 201 to 290 and added to the consideration set of the leisure market segments (i.e., segments 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, and 17) . The preference of each itinerary is set to that of the direct product provided by the same train by which the initial product is supplied multiplied by a discount coefficient β 2 [0, 1]. It indicates the willingness for transfer itineraries: passengers will be more likely to choose transfer when β increase. Table 9 shows an example of the additional itineraries with β = 0.5.
The settings for this experiment are listed below.
• The values of ρ t in 15 time intervals are in Table 10 .
• The amount of time indexes in each interval is fixed to 1000.
• The number of seats in a train is set to 50 (c i = 50, 8i 2 I). The experiments are conducted in 15 scenarios of 3 groups. In each scenario, we calculate a solution by using our approach and simulate the booking process. As a reference, simulations with free of control (FOC), which will offer any product as long as there are sufficient resources (i.e., all the bid prices are set to zero), are processed. The simulation of each scenario is repeated for 20,000 times.
The results are reported in Table 11 . The description of its columns is listed below. Dynamic bid price approach in railway
• Column UB represents the expected revenue v 1 (c), which is calculated by our approach.
• Columns BPC and FOC are the average revenue of simulations under bid price control and free of control.
• Column γ represents the load factor [30], which is an index of supply and demand. The load factor is calculated by (19) , where S Ã 2 arg max
An intuitive observation is that the average revenue of bid price control is higher than free of control. The increase values of each scenarios are listed in Table 12 . It indicates the increase is more evident in high-load-factor situations, as in Group 2 (γ = 2.1) and Group 3 (γ = 3.5).
To verify the effect of passenger transfer, the fluctuation in the average revenue as a result of the change in β is shown in Fig 10. It can be clearly seen the strength of the fluctuation rises with the load factor. It also indicates passenger transfer should be seriously treated when the demand is relatively strong.
The other interesting observation is that the average revenue is not monotonic increasing with β. The major reasons of the fluctuation are two-fold. Firstly, there are two contrary causal chains between transfer and revenue, as shown in Fig 11. With increasing preference for transfers, more products are sold as the only available itineraries between some ODs when the direct itineraries are sold out. On the other hand, transfers decrease the probability of a passenger in Dynamic bid price approach in railway the low-market segment buying a high-fare product (buy-up). Besides, the heuristic methods we use to solve the subproblems may lead to the uncertainty in the quality of the solutions of the subproblems, and further have some influence on the optimality the bid prices. Four indicators are calculated to investigate the impact of transfers from multiple perspectives in Table 13 .
• The percentages of passenger loss
The percentage of the passenger who give up traveling.
• Transfer passengers The percentage of the passengers who choose a transfer itinerary.
• Transfer revenue The percentage of the revenue created by transfer passengers.
• High-fare product revenue The percentage of the revenue by selling high-fare tickets in Appendix.
From Table 13 , the percentage of transfer passengers goes down with high load factor. In contrast, the percentage of high-fare products goes up. It is an obvious ascend number of transfer passenger with β in Group 1. It reflects the pattern of passenger flows are changed when the load factor is low.
Notes for experiments
Note that in the experiments, we reduced the scales of the supplies (amount of the trains and the seats) and the demand at the same proportion of real-world situations. To verify the applicability and efficiency of our method, we test a case in which the number of seats in train is set to 1000 and the demand is increased until the load factor is close to 2. The running time is nearly 5 hours. Although it is almost 10 times longer than the solving time of the small cases, it is still acceptable for a railway operator. Because usually the bid prices are determined before the reservation horizon starts so that they have enough time to calculate.
Conclusion
In this paper, we study the application of dynamic bid price control in railway seat inventory control problem. We build a DP model to compute dynamic bid prices consideration of multidimensional demand. The randomness of passenger arrival (both amount and time) is modeled as a non-homogeneous passenger arrival process. We extend the dynamic disaggregated approach proposed by Vossen and Zhang [29] to compute bid prices in the non-homogeneous situation. The numerical experiments reports that our approach can significantly shorten the solving time without loss of accuracy.
The possible impact of transfer on revenue is verified by simulations. And the revenue fluctuation grows with the increase of load factor. In our cases, the fluctuation range from -2.11% to +12.94%. Besides, we find that transfer will affect the pattern of passenger flows when the load factor is relatively low. 
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